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Abstract. Image registration aims to find spatial transformations such that the so-called given template image becomes similar in
some sense to the reference image. Methods in image registration can be divided into two classes (parametric or non-parametric)
based on the degree of freedom of the given method. In parametric image registration, the transformation is governed by a finite
set of image features or by expanding the transformation in terms of basis functions. Meanwhile, in non-parametric image
registration, the problem is modelled as a functional minimisation problem via the calculus of variations. In this paper, we
provide a unifying framework for decomposition models for image registration which combine parametric and non-parametric
models. Several variants of the models are presented with focus on the  affine, diffusion and linear curvature models. An
effective numerical solver is provided for the models as well as experimental results to show the effectiveness, robustness and
accuracy of the models. The decomposition model of affine and linear curvature outperforms the competing models based on
tested images.

INTRODUCTION

Image registration is an important area in imaging science, having broad applications such as target tracking,
motion estimation, pattern recognition, satellite imagery and medical diagnosis. In medical image analysis, image
registration is one of the crucial steps required to facilitate automatic feature extraction, treatment planning and other
applications involving imaging machinery. Image registration is used to correct artifacts caused by the patient’s
movement as well as by disease progression, by aligning corresponding features between images. For a survey of
image registration techniques, see [1,2,3,4,5,6] for more details.

There exist many image registration methods, but only few methods can meet the practical demand of a universally
useful registration method: efficiency, robustness and accuracy. Here we follow the classification method in
[5]:dividing registration models into either parametric or non-parametric categories based on the nature of geometric
transformation (in terms of parameters). The first category of methods is parametric image registration, in which the
transformation is governed by a finite set of image features or by expanding the transformation in terms of basis
functions. One of the most commonly applied models in clinical applications is still affine (which has 6 parameters
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[7]) because the automated solution has been proven to be accurate and has reached a degree of maturity in comparison
with non-rigid image registration [4]. For more sophisticated parametric transforms such as cubic B-splines [8], the
number of parameters can be larger e.g. 64 parameters. Nevertheless, a nonlinear least squares system with fewer than
1000 unknowns is not a computational challenge; consequently, all parametric registration methods are efficient,
though registration accuracy depends on the input images. The second method is non-parametric which originates
from modelling the transformation as physical displacement, so ideas of physical processes such as diffusion [9],
elastic deformation [10] and curvature motion [11] are used for this class of registration.

In real life applications involving image registration, the spatial transformation to be recovered consists of large
linear and non-linear displacement fields. The transformation can also be divided into global and local deformation.
According to [12, 13], the linear and non-linear parts of a transformation can be represented by coarse and fine
deformation, respectively. Therefore, one requires a registration scheme that can handle both (linear and nonlinear)
and (global and local) deformation. One of the solutions to the above problem is to use non-parametric image
registration models which are invariant to the linear transformation, such as linear curvature model by [11, 14], mean
[15, 16] or Gaussian curvature models [17]. However, when one uses such methods, the global (linear) part of the
transformation is only recovered using a large regularisation parameter which results in less fitting. To recover both
(global-local and linear-non-linear) parts, we have to use a smaller level of regularisation. Thus, the quality of the
recovered transformation is highly dependent on regularisation parameters. We present a unified framework for
registration scheme called the decomposition models which are capable to handle cases with linear-nonlinear and
global-local deformation. Second order regularisation based models such as the linear, mean and Gaussian curvature
models will also benefit from this unifying framework. If we use the second order regularisation based models, there
is no clear separation between the global and local (or linear and non-linear) parts of the transformation. With the
decomposition model, the transformation is divided into two parts, thus we have a clear division between these two
parts which allows for further processing tasks to both parts separately.

In this paper, we propose a decomposition model combining both parametric, for which we choose the affine linear
model, and non-parametric transformations which possess the advantages of the two categories. In terms of
effectiveness and accurate registration, first, alignment is carried out by the parametric part of the transformation and,
second, alignment or deformation is modelled by the non-parametric part of the transformation. In terms of efficiency,
the new model benefits from fast implementation of the parametric part of the transformation and also from a good
initial guess to accelerate the solution of the non-parametric part of the transformation. We shall choose one affine
based model for parametric transformation and the diffusion and linear curvature models for non-parametric
transformations. The decomposition model is a general framework and other combinations are possible and may be
studied later. However, from our numerical results, the decomposition model of affine and linear curvature turns to be
the best combination based on the tested images.

RELATED WORK ON DECOMPOSITION MODELS

In this secton, we provide a brief review of mathematical formulation for image registration before reviewing
several works on this task.

Denote the reference and template images, respectively as given functions of  compact support

VTR 2:, .  The image domain is taken as 2]1,0[ . Here we focus on mono-modality images and

V denotes the the range of intensities values; usually ]255,0[V . Let 2:)(x the unknown

transformation aiming for RT ))(( x where ),( 21 xxx . For non-parametric image registration, the
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transformation is written as )()( xuxx to enable us to focus on the unknown displacement vector )(xu . To
obtain a unique solution to the registration problem, we solve

(1))}()()({min u(x)u(x)u(x)u(x) SDJ SSD 

where SSDD is a similarity measure, S is a regularisation term and  is the regularisation parameter.

Coarse and Fine Registration

Here Modersitzki and Haber in [12, 13], proposed a combination of coarse and fine dimensional space of parametric
and non-parametric image registration respectively. The coarse part of the transformation will handle the linear
deformation and the non-linear part of the deformation is taken care by the fine part separately. The coarse and fine
spaces are disjoint where the fine space is the remaining orthogonal complement of the coarse space. The authors
consider affine linear transformation as the coarse part and linear elasticity model [10, 19, 20, 5] as the fine part. The
total displacement field can be written as

(2))()( xuxuu(x) elasticaffine

where )(xuaffine is based on affine linear model and )(xuelastic is based on linear elastic non-parametric model.

The model is given by

(3)))(())()(,,(min , xSxxRTDJ elastic
elastic

elasticaffine
SSDCOFIR

uelasticaffine
uuuu 

The regularisation term for the linear elastic model is given by

duuS lx
ml

mx
elastic

ml

22
2

1,
)div(

4
)(

4
)( uu 

where  and  are Lame constant.  is the shear modulus that refers to the rigidity that estimates the stiffness

of material and  is related to the bulk modulus. The orthogonal complement of the fine part is embedded in the
mode through incorporation of the following constraint

0xuxW )()( elastic
T

where W is the basis function for the affine model.

Cubic B-spline and Total Variation Model

Hu et al. proposed in their 2014 paper [21], the combination of the parametric model based cubic B-spline and the
non-parametric total variation model. The model in [21] is given by

(4))()()(),,(min
2

2

*
21 xuxuu(x)u(x)u(x) splinecubicB

TVRCCBTV SRTDJ 
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where 2,1, ii are the positive constant parameters. The distance measure for the mode is the residual complexity

(RC) similarity measure proposed by Myronenko and Song in [22]. It is given by

)1
)((

log(),,(
2



u(x)x
u

TRQ
RTD

T
RC

where TQ is the discrete cosine transform (DCT) basis and  is a trade-off parameter to measure the correlation of
the noise in the template image. The regularisation in equation (2)  is given by

duuxuSTV )()())(( 21 xx

where .2,1,1 luu ll

A UNIFYING FRAMEWORK FOR DECOMPOSITION MODELS

Following the work by Modersitzki and Haber [12, 13] and Hu et al. [21], we consider generalising specific
decomposition models to a framework which consists of any parametric and non-parametric models. Then we
recommend and test on two particular choices. Starting from equation (1), we can write

(5))( (x)uxuu(x) parnonpar

where (x)u par and (x)u parnon are the displacement fields from parametric and on-parametric models

respectively. Two variants of the model in equation (3) are

(7))()(:BModel
(6))()(:AModel

xuxuu(x)
xuxuu(x)

LCaffine

diffaffine

to be included in numerical tests in Section 4. The diffusion and linear curvature (LC) regularisation terms for non-
parametric image registration models are given by

(8))( 2
2

2
1 duuS diff u(x)

and

(9))()()( 2
1

2
1 duuS LC u(x)

respectively. Others variants of the decomposition models are
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(11))()(:DModel
(10))()(:CModel

xuxuu(x)
xuxuu(x)

LCsplineBcubic

diffsplineBcubic

where (x)u splineBcubic is as in [8,23]. The model in equation (5) is not limited to (6), (7), (10) , and (11) but

easily extended to any parametric and non-parametric models. We can write the decomposition model using (5) as

(12)))(())()(,,(min )(),( xuxuxuxuxu parnonparnonpar
ssdDecompose SRTDJ

parnonpar


subject to

0xu )(parnonK

where K is the basis function for the parametric model. For example, TK W for the affine model. As in [12, 13],
the constraint is a vital aspect in the decomposition model because the term guaranteed that the non-parametric part
of the transformation is in the remaining orthogonal complement of the space of parametric transformation. We use
the following Lagrangian term to incorporate the constraint

)())(())()(,,()),(),(( xupxuxuxupxuxu parnon
TT

parnonparnonpar
ssd

parnonpar WSRTDL 

where Tp is the Lagrange multipliers. For the affine  model we have

TT pppppp ],,,,,[ 654321p

The functional in (12) uses the sum of squared difference as the distance measure to quantify the differences between
the transformed template and reference images which is optimal for mono-modal image registration with Gaussian
noise. It can be easily extended for more sophisticated distance measures such as the residual complexity and mutual
information for multi-modality image registration.

We use the standard coarsening and full-weighting restriction operator in multigrid [24] applications to obtain
the coarse representation of the template and reference images. For the interpolation operator, we use the bilinear
interpolation which is the adjoint operator to the full-weighting restriction operator. However, as in [12, 13], special
treatment is added in the interpolation operator to parnonu for maintaining the constraints. We would recommend

Model B as in (7) because non-parametric model based on linear curvature will produce higher smoothness of the
deformation field compared to the diffusion model as seen later in Section 4.
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NUMERICAL RESULTS

We use one numerical experiment to examine the efficiency and robustness of Model A and B. For clarity we
summarise the different models to be tested in Table 1. To judge the quality of the alignment we calculate the relative
reduction of the similarity measure

),(
),,(

RTD
RTD

ssd

ssd u

and the minimum value of the Jacobian matrix j of the transformation, denoted by F

))min(det(,
1

1

21

21

,2,2

,1,1 jF
uu

uu
j

xx

xx

We can observe that when 0F , the deformed grid is free from folding and cracking. All experiments were run
on multilevel.

Test 1: Real Images

Images for Test 1 are taken from [6] where X-ray images of two hands of different individuals need to be aligned.
The size of the images is 128 x128 and they consist of global rotation and translation and also local deformations. The
reference, template images and the difference before registration are shown in Figure 1.

TABLE 1. Description of the notation use to represent different models for comparison in Section 4.

Model Description

COFIR Model (3) which is the coarse and fine image registration by [12,13].

CBTV Model (4) which is using Cubic B-spline and total variation model by Hu et. al
[21] .

M1A Diffusion image registration model using (1) and (8) .

M1B Linear curvature image registration model using (1) and (9).

M2A Diffusion image registration with affine as pre-registration.

M2B Linear  curvature  image registration with affine as pre-registration.

M3A Our new Model A using affine and diffusion .

M3B Our new Model B using affine and linear curvature.
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(a) (b) (c)

FIGURE 1. Test 1: from left to right. (a) is the reference image, (b) is the template image and (c) is the difference between
the reference and template images before registration.

The results for the diffusion model with three different approaches including Model A are shown in Figure 2. The
diffusion model alone is not able to solve this particular problem since the model is variant to the affine model as
shown in Figures 2 (a) and (d). The model is stuck at the local minima, thus we obtain large value of 2346.0 .
The lowest value of is given by M3A in Figures 2 (c) and (f) where 0557.0 .
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(a) 2346.0,M1A  (b) 1328.0,M2A  (c) 0557.0,M3A 

(d) 0430.0,09.0 F (e) 7575.0,5.0 F (f) 5955.0,1.0 F

FIGURE 2. Test 1: from left to right and top to bottom. Top row: (a) is the transformed template images using the diffusion
image registration method. (b) is the resulting transformed template image using the diffusion and affine as a pre-registration. (c)
is the transformed template image using the decomposition model with affine and diffusion models. The images on the bottom
row are the corresponding deformations to the top row applied on regular grid. We can observe that the lowest value of  is
given by the decomposition model indicates higher similarity between the reference and the transformed template images.

The results for the linear curvature model including Model B (M3B) for Test 1 are shown in Figure 3. In Figure 3
linear curvature is able to solve this problem since it is a second order regularisation based model. The results also
confirm that the linear curvature in particular and the second order terms in general are better than diffusion or first
order regularisation terms for non-parametric image registration.
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(a) 0524.0,M1B  (b) 0378.0,M2B  (c) 0284.0,M3B 

(d) 4850.0,4 F (e) 5457.0,1 F (f) 3833.0,1.0 F

FIGURE 3. Test 1: from left to right and top to bottom. Top row: (a) is the transformed template image using the linear
curvature model for image registration method. (b) is the resulting transformed template image using the linear curvature and affine
as a pre registration. (c) is the transformed template image using the decomposition model with affine and linear curvature models.
The images on the bottom row are the corresponding deformations to the top row applied on regular grid. We can observe that the
lowest value of  is given by the decomposition model indicates higher similarity between the reference and the transformed
template images.

The results for COFIR and CBTV are shown in Figure 4 (a) and (b) respectively. Only COFIR and M3B are able to
provide the correct transformation where the smallest value of 0284.0 is given by M3B in (c).
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(a) 0606.0,COFIR (b) 2208.0,CBTV (c) 0284.0,M3B 

(d) 5979.0,1.0 F (e) 2038.0,05.0 F (f) 3833.0,1.0 F

FIGURE 4. Test 1: from left to right and top to bottom. Top row: (a) is the result using COFIR by Haber and Modersitzki
[12, 13], (b) is using cubic B-spline and total variation model in Hu et al. [21] and (c) is the transformed template image using the
decomposition model via Model B. The images on the bottom row are the corresponding deformations to the top row applied on
the regular grid. COFIR and Model B are able to solve this particular problem but the best one is given by the decomposition Model
B since the model has the smallest value of the dissimilarity measures indicating by  .

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have presented a unifying framework for the decomposition models of parametric and non-parametric image
registration. The models can be effectively solved using a Lagrangian method in multilevel implementation.
Numerical experiments show that the models outperforms the single non-parametric models and the non-parametric
models with affine as the pre-registration step. Out of the possible decomposition model that we already investigate,
the model given by affine and linear curvature (Model B) turns to be the most effective and efficient model based on
the numerical results obtained.

Future work will involve developing an efficient multigrid method to solve the model and automatic selection
of regularisation parameters.
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